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I Deepika Dhamodaran, Masters in Molecular Biology and Biotechnology from Europe
would like to share few things about my Under Graduate Experience at Vel Tech High Tech
Dr.RR Dr. SR Engineering College. First of all, I would name this College as one of the best
Colleges in Chennai which provides good education.
I have learnt many things at Vel Tech, that helped me to decide on well with my future.
On adding to the account, the college teaches good discipline and good mannerism to students
those who pursue their graduation here. I think that this quality is a major advantage for students
who can come out as a well disciplined person.
Furthermore, the academic system that is being offered here is best and coaching system
makes a student to cope up well with his studies. The faculty members in all Departments are
very friendly and help students by giving innovative approaches during their daily lectures.
In addition, I have been the topper of my Department for all four years and also secured
16 rank from Anna University for my Academic excellence, for which my college encouraged
me with a gold medal and a merit certificate. Usually, college supports students a lot in guiding
them with proper coaching and asking them to carry out innovative projects every semester. I
have also done mini projects at Vel High Tech during my Bachelors which supported me to
pursue Masters in Europe.
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Our College also provides scholarships for top students in University Examinations,
which helps many students to pay their tuition fee. Moreover, the college is equipped well with
sophisticated laboratories, with good technical experts as faculty staff and a pollution free
atmosphere.
My Bachelors at Vel Tech had been a platform for me to think innovatively and also
insisted me to apply for Masters in Europe. I am very glad that I was also a part of Vel Tech
Instistuions. I really thank our management for making me as a graduate in Biotechnology.

